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This uffit wag prepared by the National
Science Teachers AssdlTiation es an ac-
count of work sponsored by the United
States Government. Neither the United
States, nor the-,United 'States Department
of' Energy, nor any of their employees,
n.or any of their contractors, sqbcon-
tractot.q, or their employees,,Imakes any

or implied,. or assumes
any legal lrVbility or responibIlity
for the accuracy,completeness, or use-

. fulness of aw ineormation, apparatuS;
.prodp'ct, or process disclosed, or repre-
sents that'its use would .not infringe
privately owned. rights.

p.

,Copies of 4lis unit,may be obt.ained from:,fl
U;S. Department of Energy.

, Technical. Information Centek
P.O. Box°62
Oak Ridge; Tennesgee 3%7830
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INTRODUCTION

The goal of the "Energy Dome"
is 'to provide-fourth, fifth,
and,sixth grade- students with
soMe basic'information about'
the energy we use in modern
American life which, in turn,
affects the supply of finite

particulary oil and
natural gas. This packet
informs students of the place
of traditional fuels in the
United States and leads them
into activities that'encour-
age conservation'of fossil
.fuels and encourages them to
explore the problems and
promises of alternative filels

_.:for the luture.

The 'modern domed stadium was
chosen as a theme because
there isprobably no more ,
obvious or conspicuous user
of ener* that serves as well
for intermediate-grade
students.

Using this-theme--the athletic'
stadium--we can talk with stu-
dents about the direct and
indirect use of energy in a
framework that moves from the
familiar to the unfamiliar.
StudentA begin by surveYing
the energy it takes to get to
the stadium, and to operate
all the machines that heat,

OP

a

1;

cool, and light the tiuge-
arena. These energy useis are
then related to the sources
.from which the energy is re-
fined or processed. After
studerits discover the great

tvariety of.direct uses of
-energy amd the growth in the
demand for more fossil fuel-.
based power, they.,turn to.,a
study of different indirect
uses of oil for which the
plastics industry serves as
an example. Artificial turf
Nprovides the organizer for
this section as students study
the processing steps involved
in making it.

e

The impact of the gap between
U.S. consumption and produc-
tion of oil and natural gas
'is explored in a puzzle=like
activity. This puzzle pro-
vides data leaning students
.into activities that require
personal decisions' about con-
-serving our increasingly lim-
ited s4plies of-oil and nat-
ural gas. In a concludingeuhit,
students use a set of fact sheets
on threealternative energy

_sources for the future. The i7act
sheets serve as the information
resource for students as they'
work out their activity problems.
The concluding activity encourage

,r\
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students to make a decision
about using high-cost fuel
to heat a stadium. This
activity brings. togethell-
some of the ideas presented
in the four uhits of the
"-thergy Dome."

ACTIVITY MASTERS

You Will find thirty
activity masters in the
"Engrgy Dome" packet. Each
master is debigned to heip
ydu implement the lessons.
They are Suitable for thermo-
faxing and will make suf-
ficient copies for a ,class
set.

Answers or suggested stu-
dent responses have been
included in the text of
the Teachers' Manual.

TEACHERS' MANUAL

The teacher material con-
tains a. brief overview
(statement about the pur-
pose) of each lesson. 'The
objectives point toward the
measurable goals for stu-
dents to,achibve; and the
Materials and time allot-
ment provide basic informa-
tion injsimplified, easy-
to-read style.

All lessons begin with
sugg stion that4will move the
lea6n forward. or emphasize
e,thTust of the lesson.

IxceptIor initial lessons ;

in each unit, which acquaint,
the students with routine
terms-and skills, the activi-
ties in each unit can be done.

2

..7

in any order. How4Ver, it is
recommended that you use the
units in the order we have
structured, as the lessons
and units tend' to build on
one another. You.will know
the abilities of'your stu-
dents, or course, and'can
best decide if lessons have
or do not have Applications
for your class:

In the optional activitids-
it is.hoped-that the tasks
students perform Will help
them to reinforce basic .

skills as well as to learn
additional facts lbout energy.

tEACHER BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Learning.about energy has
become desirableand practir-2
cal with the onset of. the
hligh-cost energy era.

In this minicourse, ehergy.
is Atudied and understood in
terms of direcf energy use;
indirect (or hidden) energy
use, consertration of limited
fossil fuels, and coMparisons,
of different kinds of alterna-
tive energy sources for the
Auture.

The "Energy Dome" emphasizes
the'various Ways energy is
used and what is involved in
energy transformations. It
is hoped that, except for

'the unit on alternative
sources of energy -- solar,
collection, Coal gasification,
and nuclear fusion -- material
in the Teachers' Manual gives
adequate background'information.

Information pout these future

.4
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energy sources or new fuels
follows:

-Solar Cfllectors

L

Solar collectors' are gener-
ally in the shape pf a flat
box perhaps three-feet on a
side .and a few inches thick.
The back of this box is
blackened and it is covered
with a transparent sheet.
When oriented toward the
sun, usually by placing it
on a south-facing roof, the
blackened surface is heated
by solar radiatipn. Circu-
lating air or water through
this box carries the absorbed
heat to some storage device
such as a tank of water.

To use the heat stored in
this water tank, coils of
tubing serving as "heat
exchangers" are placed in
the tank permitting a fluid
to be heated as it passes
through the tank. In the
simplest terms, space heat-
ing could be accomDlished
by .passing air through the
tank..and into the building
to be heated. Hot water
could be obtained by simply
passing water.through the
tank. Interestingly, this
tank of hot water can also
provide for'space cooling.
A "working fluid" is con-
verted from liquid to vapor
by passing through the
-tank and the vapor circulates
through pipes in the building
And'absorbs heat. The same
process is used in gas re-
frigerators.

t

There are many*designs for
solar collectors, as well as-)
the storage and circulation

P

components. All are some-
what experimental so the
economics are rather unknown.
Solar energy is not uniformly
available, being obviously
affected by average cloudiness
an'd latitude. While it is
judged that all regions of the
U.S. have some potential for
ubing solar energy, we have
too little experience to know
the potential in all regions.

Coal 3asification

Coal is an attractive resourcer..
at least in the intermediate
term (the next 50 yeaks), be-
cause it is so much more
plentiful than natural'gas or
oil in the U.S. Estimates
suggest that the U.S. has at
least ten times the recoverable
energy in the form of coal as
it has in natural ga/s and\pil.
The'difficulties of using coal
are primarily environmental.
Mining, particularly the strip,.
mining of our western coal, is
disruptive of the land. Burn-
ing it/directly in industry
or in electric generating
plants leads to polluting
the'air with compounds of
sulfur and nitrogen:. Elabor-
ate eq4ipment to remove these
pollutants from the "stack
gases" is an expensive solu-
tion.

By converting coal tO a com-
bustible gas, the air pollu-
tion probleh can be avoided.
In the process of gasifica-
tion, the coal is hea.4ed in
the presence of hydrogen-and
converted to a gas ora car-
bon and hydrogen covpound
such as methane (CH4).. In
the process, the contaminants



such as sulfur are removed.
The re6ulting gas can be
transported and burned
cleanly and easily as a
substitute for natural
gas. It can also be used
as a source of chemicald
for industry.

Methods and plants for ga'si-
fying coal have been present
for decades, but all currently
available methods produce a

( gas that is more expensive
than available alternatives.
Current resea'rch is expected
to improve .the methods and
as both the costs are reduced
and the price of the alterna-,
tives increase, gasification
is likely to be adopted.

The primary problems remain
the disruption of the land
for mining and the need for
large quantities of water
for the process.. Much of
the coal lies in the.dry
western states where wa%er
is already at a premium
and in great demand for
irrigation. In the future,
the environmental damage of
mining may be avoided-if we
learn to gasify Coal in .the
ground,without mining it
first.

Nuclear Fusion

The primary attraction of
nuclear fusion is'that the /
fuel supply is essentially
unlimited, while the primary
discouragement comes from the
difficulty of aáhieving a
controlled.fusion ieaction.
The process involves fusing
together very light molecules
which produce energy. The
commonly considered reactions'

4

are to combine deuterium (an
isotope of hydrogen) with
itself or with tritium (an-
other isotope of hydrogen).
Both reactions produce energy
and by-products that are not
dangerbusly i-adioactive.
Though these special forms
of the hydrogen atom (or
isotopes) are much less
common than the basic hydrogen
atom, they are still very
plentiful. Deuterium is found
in one water molecule of every
6500. Considering the water
in the world',s oceans, there
is enough deuterium to supply 1
twice the world's turrent
energy consumption for 50
billion years. Thus, the
supply of the resource is
no problem.

But the technology is a pro-
bl accomplish a fusion
reactipn requires that the

. particles be confined and
hea'ted to 100 million'degrees
centigrade or higher. No
materials can withstand
these temperatures, so we
must seek new methods of con-
finement. Laboratory experi-
ments are currently'being con-
ducted using lasers or magnetic
fields, but the status of these
effoits, after 20 years of
hard work, is that Oe have
stilla not successfully obtained
as much energy out of the
reaction as has been used
in heating"the materials.
At this point we do not
know how to produce a con-
trolled fusion reactioili,
although much research is
still going on. Opinions
on the liklihowl of "success
differ.

"I,
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It should be mentioned that
the sun's energy results
from just such fusion re-
actions. There the con-
finement is accomplished
with gravity. The hydrogen
bomb is also a fusion re-
action but hardly controlled
as required for our .purposes.

If we learn how to sustain
a,controlled fusion reaction,
much work will remain until
the process can be used to .

produce energy commercially.
We must develop materials
and systems to safely remove
the heat from the reactor
and put it to use, probably
by generating steam to power
electric generators. This
commercialization of the
fusion process will take
many additional years and
is expected to be extremely
expensive.



-Unit 1
Lesson 1

WHAT'S IT LIKE UNDER A'DOME?

Overview This lesson begins by having your,students lookat the human energy expended in an athletic stadium.Then the domed stadium is introduced. It becomes fthe focus for-a study of the forms of energy--heat,ligh and motion. From tfiere o(students studyhow ralestyle and low-cost energy influence one ,another.
_

Objectives Students should be able to: --
1. Identify some of the ways energy is used

,directly.
2. Infer that a dependence on energy ig-re-,

lated to a desire for comfort.
1

.

.#

Materials Copies oi-Activity Masters--1-4.

Time
Allotment One class perrod.

Activity-
.

4111 Classifying

A How do people and machines
use energy directly?

fae

How is energy used directly
ill a stadium?

Procedure

ACTIVITY MASTER 1

*.

Ask students to list as many
ways

4
possible that sports

playe, use energy directly.
Start he list with kicking .

the ball.

Move the dlscussion forward
by asking: How do players
depend on energy? Do all
humans depend on body energy?
Why? Can machines do ,tfie
same things? How do machines
get energy?

ACTIVITY MASTER 2

11111111111111111

Distribute ACTIVITY.MASTER 2: ,

,ContinUe the motivating part.
of this-lesson by involving
as many students as possible



1.

f
- How ie energy used directly in\the' class discussicon. Then
in getting people to the have students complete the:
staaium? quesiions on the activity Master.

Acquiring and Reporting
Information from a Iiicture
and a Key

Note:. Discussing the concept
of energy at this grade level"

'may present some problems. To
Isay,that energy ls the abiility
to do work may be too' abstract.
The idda.that energy makee
things work may be-more helpful.
Have students give examples of
energy helping people do things.
Students maymalsb like,describ-
ing what they thillk energy is.
Compile a class list of these -
interpketations.

NACTIVIT/ MASTER'2
Questions and Answers:

1, 1III do people.get to the
s '(Cars, buses,
,trains-, airplanes.)

2.& What tuels are used for
trantportation?.4(Gisoline,
jet f0el, 'electricity for
electric trains.)

3. How is energy used in the
stadium? (Heating/cooling;
lighting. Additional ideas:
heating water, heating_foOd,
run the scoreboard, etc.)

4. What fuels heat, light, and
cook'food in the. stadium?
(Fuel oil, natural gas,
electricity.)

Inferring Information' The domed stadium presents, a
"weather:-free" environment._

,How doqs "weather-free" add to
our-coMfort? But does it also
make us dependent on a lot of
energy? How?

/IX

Applying the Learning,

1U

ACTIVITY MASTER 3

Advance the lesson With the
question: -Why is'energy an
important topic today?, Could
we, for example, have large
' shoppin4 meals without a large

4.
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'- supply of energy available?
How does a shopping mall depend
oh energy? Have students com-*
plete ACTIVITY MASTER 3 as a
take-.home kssignment; .

Acquiring and
.Reporttng Information
,

Writing Letters
and Making Reports

6

40.

Exploring Local
ftecreation Facilities

ACTIVITY MAS11411,4

.

4.

Have studehts,collect information
About the forms of energy--heat,
light, and motion--used2in home-
'town stadiums. Report the intor-
- mation in a chart.

Optional Activities

Give students further praCtice
in gathering and reporting in-
formation by writing letters to
public relations offices in
various dompd stad1;ums.

Divide the class,into groups of
four. qbeir tasks'would.involvp
comparing facts aboqt capacity,
kinds of stadium activities;
frequency of_use, size cif crowds,
amount ahd type of ener0: con-
sumed, and costs of stadiums.

The 'addresses are:

Astrodome
Public Relations Dept. ,

Houston, Texas

Pontiac Stiverdome
Promotions/Public Relations
-1200 Featherstone
Pontiac, Michigan 48057

Kingdome
Divisioh of Sales & Promotion
Seattle, Washington 98104

LoUisiana Superdome
Public Relations
1500-Poydras Street
'few Orleans,,La. 70113

Oth0' studenti: might like to ask
thete questions abott stagums



in their hometowns and rerkirt
theh:

1. When is'the stadium used?
For which activities?

2. How 'do peopj.e gef'to the
itadium?

3. What forma of energy 'are, .

used in the stadium?
4. How is human energy used,in

the stadium?.



Unit 1
Lesson 2

HOW IS THE DOMED 'STADIUM PART OF THE'LARGER ENERGY ENVIRONMENT?

Oveeview In this lesson students again refer to the drawing
of the domed stadium, but now focus on the supply
lines of energy to the stadium: The stadium. becomes
part of a larger energy environment.

Objectives Students should be able to:
.1. ,Drow energy symbols on-a map and map key:
2. Explain-the network that moves and produces

energy.

Materials Copies, of Activify Masters 5-7

Time
Allotment One class pefiod.

ActA ivitY
,

Discussion.

o.

ProCedure

ACTIVITY MASTER 5

'Distribute AcT;VITY MASTER 5.
Ask: How does the energy
supply get to the'stadium?
How could this be shown on
the map?

Review the purpose of a map
key. mile a large wall map
and discdss the terms Key,
Legend; and Scale,

r Review,energy forMt shown on
the drawing Key that are used
in the stadiUm itself and in
,transporting people to the
stadiam.

Using Symbols ,

0

Have stUdents suggest appro-
priaie symbOls for each energy
form. Students should draw
these On the map key.

,What.symbols should be used to
show.energy being transporteiF
to the stadium? How can we shoW



)Deciding Energy Routes..

iv

Collecting InformAtion

Applying the)Learnings

Investigating and
'Reporting

vpipeline? A delivery of fuel
oil by, truck? Ndtural.gas
pipes? Electricity coming in
to the stadium? ,How do we show
underground.electric wi'res?

Use the appropriate symbols to
draw)energy routes to the stadium.
Have studentg compare their.routes
with a classmate. 4

.ACTIVITY MASTER 5
4 Questione and Answers:

1. (PIPELINE) How does natural
gas get to the stadium?

2. (WIRES) How does electricity
4 get to the stadium?

3. (TRUCKS) What brings fuel
oil to the stadilum?

ACTIVITY MASTER 6

.
\ ,

, \ , c

Check for doWleast four items
, ppntioned in each lilst.

,

ACTIVITY,MASTER 7 d

.

Students.draw maps of their
neighborhoodland use symbols to
show how energy gets to their
house.

Optional Activities

Have interested students report
on sports stadiums Of the past
and compare these with our modern
ones. Use these guide questions:

1. When and where wills 'the

Is

t

DA.

stadium built?
2. What activities was it used

for?
3. How often was it used/ Any
, time ofday? bc-

4. How many people did the
stadium hold? Less or.more
than a modern stadium?, .

5. Wgs there a way to keep cooq.
(or warm). in an ancient stad-
ium? How?

4111,

12 17,



6. What forms of energy could
. ,you iee in.ancieint stadiums?

dik

1r,

t

Noter The Hori;oh Book of
Ancient Rome (Robert Payne.
AMerican Heritage.Press:
New York, 1970),, is one 400d
reference for.elementary
ghildrendealing with this
topic.

Books about Greek and Roman
theatres are gbod starting
points for reports on this
topic.

4.
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Unit 1

e

Lesson 3

PRODUCING AND 'MOVING ENERGY

Overview This lesson igtroduces"the flow of basic enetgy
fueld in the processing steps. The stadium becomes
much smaller in scale as the energy network stretches
away frbm the stadium to the fuelksource.

Objective Studerits should be able to describe how energy is
proviied in a region.

Materials. Copies of Student Activity Master 8

Time
'Allotment One class period.

Activity Procedure
, .

4111 Tracing energy

Met

Inviting a speaker,
listenigg and taking
noXes +

N.

ACTIVITY MASTER 8-
Questions and Answers

I, FoUr basic reiources are:
Coal, uranium, ail, and
natural gas.

2. Resource requiring fewest
processing steps is natural
gas.

3. Whidh require the use of-
electric generating plants?
Coal, uranium.

4: Oil is processed in the
refinery.

Optional Activity

Make up a namp for an energy
club and arrange a time for the .

club tO meet. Have students who
join the club elect officers
and draw up rules. Then invite
a speaker from a local utility
company, to come to a meeting and
talk about how electriC poVer
and heating fuels are provided
to hgmes, stores, schools, and
recreation facilities. Club

9 15_._',
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A

-members should make up a set of
.guestions, such as these:

_AL
1. What basrF fuels are used

in your.plant?
2. How are they"transperted?
3. Where do they come from?
4. What dhoUld.people da, to

conserve these fuels?,
5. What fuels will be used

in the future?
6. Has the compaAy ever had

to deal with a shortage?

2o
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VLACES AND ENERGY.NEEDS

Unit 1
Lesson 4

Overview Energy use in stadiums differs from region to region.
2Two factors that influence the use and cost of energy

are climate.and the location-of fuel resources.

'Objectives Students should be able to:,
1. Locate basic fuel resources on a map.
2. Interpret a temperature chart in terms-of

energy'needs.'
3. Describe- how _energy is transported from the

resource location to the place where it is
to be used.

Materials Copies of Student Activity Masters 9, 10

Time
Allotment- One class period.

Activity Procedure

' ACTIVITY MASTER 9

Map Reading

I.

Where in the Uhited States are
the following resources'found
in large quantities: Coal,
,uranium, oil, natural gas?

Have.students point out these
places and use the map compass
to identify Northeast, South-
east, West,,Etc. Introduce the
notion of Sunbelt and Frostbelt.
regions. Additional discussion
points might include a descri16-
tion of hydro-power in the North--
west and the importation of
natural gas from Canada.

Answers to Questions for Abtivity
. Master 9

1. Houston (Astrodome) Oilers
2. Pontiac (Silverdome) Lions
3. Seattle.(KingdomeY Seahawks
4. New Orleans (Superdome)

Saints

?s,



Reahing Temperature
ori a Chart

P."

5. Ehergy-related names Oilers
6.' AstrOdome; Werdome, have .

large energy resources around-
them..

ACTIVITY MASTER 10.

Temperature and Energy-Needs-.

Note: Some students may have
difficulty with the meaning
of "average". Substitute
"typical", or the phrase, "This
is the daytime temperature on
most summer days (or winter)".

The chart shows the differences,
between the sources for erectri-
city and sources for heating
fuels. Point out that air con- .

ditioning is done electrically.

Questions and Answers

Acquiri
Informa

g and Reporting
ion

1. What is the average tempera-,
ture in July in Seattle?
(64.5°)

2. Which city'has cold Janifarys?
(Pontiic)

3. Which cities have similar
summer time temperatures?
tHouston; New OrlteanS)

4. Based on the Winter average
temperature, which-stadium

General zing would probablSlhave,tbe

Applying the Learning

"t

highest 'heating bill? (Pontiac)
Which would have the highest
air-conditioning bills?
(Houston; New Orleans),

Chart Answers (any order)

1. Natural gas
2. Coal
3. Oil
4., Uranium.
5. Water power (Hydroelectric)

Optional Activity

Have.students retord daily temp-
eratures at their school or

OS



liSten to the local weather
4,1'inews. Then compute the weekly

or monthlylaverage.

Ask the.principal to tell the
class about the average fuel
copsumption and monthly cost .

to heat the sChool building.

4

a.
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THE HIDDEN USES OF,ENERGY

Unit 2
Lesson 1

Overview In this lesson studenth learn that.energy is used
to make the many products we use in our homes.and
in our leisure time activities. Students think
about the many.different products made from. plastic.

Objectives Students should be able to:
1. D'efine synthetics and name, some,synthetic

products.
2. Explain how energy is used in the manu-
. facturing process.

Materials Copies of Student Activity Masters 11, 12

Time
Allotment One class period.

Activity

Classifying

Procedure

ACTIVITY MASTER 11

American manufacturers make many-
products of plastic. List all
the different products made of
plastic that can be seen in the
picture. What are some other
plastic obfects that can be
foundin the stadium, but cannot
be seen in the picture? Mention
artificial turf-

Students can'begin to'list
plastic articles in the cla6sroom
or pieces of their own clothing
that are made of synthetic mater-
ials. Ask: How long a list do
you think we can make?

Learning new words. Introduce the word petrochemical
when you draw the class' atten-
tion back to artificial grass used
in the domed stadium. Petro-
chemical is any chemical-derived
from petroleum or natural gas.
.(Petro from petroleum; chemical,

21



Comparing
f

Inferring

,Investigating and.
Reporting

22
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pertaining to the properties of
a substance.)

How do real grass and artificial
grass compare? List the .good and
bad poins. Why is artificial
grass used in domed stadiums?
Would real grass grow?

Opticinal Activities

1. Search for a picture of uni-
formed football players thirty
years ago. Have students tell
the, differences they see be-

. tween the protective eguiPment
worn then and now.

2. ;-Have stUdents examine Want-Ad
sections of the newspaper or 1

Yellow Pages of phonb book and
list products made from plas-
tic. Explain how plastic pro-
ducts have changed the way we
live.

3. Have students plan a wall mural
or'bulletin board display that
will show the-indirect uses of
basic fuels. Start with the
products and work back to the
fuel sources as the lessons in
this unit progress.

ACTIVITY MASTER 12

4. Make a report on the general
topic of plastics, similar to
the one on ACTIVITY MASTER 12.

Note: PlaStics are man7made maier-
ials in contrast to naiuie's mater-
ials like woqd and ritetal. .A gen-
erally accepted definition is: Any
group of materials Consisting
wholly or in part of combinations
of carbon with oxygen, hydrogen,,
atrogen and other organic and
inorganic elements which,.while
solid in the finished state, at
some time in its manuftwture is
made liquid, and thus 'Capable of
being formed into various shapes,
most usuallt through the applica-,
tiont-whether singly or togetherl,
of heat and pressute.

01,
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Classifying

t

-11

96

from, The Storrof the.nastics
Tndustry.' 12th revisectedition,

, Don Masson, ed: The SoCietyAor
the Plastics Industry, Int., N.Y.

Bring various sports' articles
to the classroom. These
should be articles made from
synthetic materials: Encouraglie
girls to bring in, articles of
clothing and equipment from
sport activities, such as
tennis racquets, volley,balls,
etc. Plan a wall display.
showing men and T4omen in
various sportst

I.

r
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Overview

Obiecilve's

Materials

'Time
AllotMent

"j\illoe

Unit 2
-Lesson 2

OIL TO TURF: AN INDIRECT ENERGY NETWORK

In this lesson students trace the steps in making
artificial turf. This example is used because it
presents the production steps in fairly clear
terms and it linked to the general theme of the
unit. It also helps students understand that many
workers are emPloyed at each step in the process.

students should be able to:
-1. Describe soMe of the indirect uses of oil

1 and natural gas.
Explain the importancepf transportatfon
in manufacturing and delivering the goords

a people use.

Student Activity Master 13 (transparency with
overlay); Sample of artificial turf, if possible

One class period.

Activity Procedure

ACTIVITY MASTER 13

, Interpreting ma flow chart

s

4

Use transparency overlay of'the
flow chart showing the process
steps of artificial turf..

Guide(QuestiOns:
1. How many steps do you see

from oil well to stadium?
Include the transportation
steps. (Eight)
At what places ddes oil change
into something else? (Refin-
ery, Petrochemical Plant, and
Fabrication Plant.)

A3. What moveesoil from place to
place? (Trucksp pipelines.)

Introduce these new words:

Refin A place where oil is
nto components by using

,heat.

4? 7
s
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Components. Illustrate this word
'by using the example of boiling
maple tree syrup to make sugar.
Another is sugar plus water plus
heat makes candy:or syrup. Ask
students to think of other examples
of components.

Illustrate components of crude oil
by'putting the following drawing
on the board.

Petrochemical. (See definition
in Lesson 1 of this unit.

Fabrication. 'The process of manu-
facturing or making something.

Other,New 'Words. Discuss,the
meaning.of other words on the
transparency.

4

Tracing the Energy Flow
in Manufacturing Artificial. Turf

di

Ask students to classify each
Product they see. Each place;
16-13-iial Transportation.

Discuss the flow diagram. Use
these guide ,questionssf

Where might you see oilo=
an oil-based pr9duct? lOil
well, refinery, petrochemi-
cal plant, manufacturing
plant, in,the truck and
'pipeline; in artificial
turf,in the stadium.)



What are the names of the
product as it moves from place
to place? (Crude oil; oil
fraction or petrochemical com-
pound; nylon; artificial turf.-)

0 How many processing steps are
there? What are they? (Three.
Refinery, Petrochemical Plant,
-Manufacturing Planto)

O If the oil well stops pumping,
what places and products will
be affected? What will happen
to transportation? (All .

plves, product, and trans-
portation will be affected.)
What jobs will be affected?
(All of them. Point out the
relationship between jobs and
energy.)

How is energy used to get oil
from the ground to the pipe-
line? (Pump.)

How is,energy _used, do you
think, at the.refinery?
(Make machines run; heat the
oil that is used in the
refinery; lights, heat the ,

building, etc.)

What other places on the,
diagram have'similar energy
needs to those in the refin-
ery? (Petrochemical Plant;
Manufacturing Plant.)

0 What are the forms of energy
that provide space heating,
cooling, and lighting? (Oil,
natural gas/ electricity.)
This is a review queston.

Concluding the Lesson

Dispuss how the production of
artificial turf involves people,
places, resources, and energy.
For example, technical ability
and modern ideas led to_ the
building of the Astrodome in
Houston. The problem of gratis.

.



Listening 'and Discussing

Making Reports

2$

v.

started with the difficulty of
growing real'grass indoors under
artificial light. The chemical
companies were asked to create
a surface that would be suSable
for playing on. :

Optional Activities

Invite a -local weaver to come to
the classroom and demonstrate
the craft of weal/11.1g and the
operation of a loom. Have stu-
dents plan ahead to ask questions
similar to these:

1. What kind (If energy, in addi-
tion to human energy, is used
in home weaving?

2. Do Weavers use chemicals?.
3. How does the weaving crakt

differ from the manufacturing
process?

4. What might Oappen if everyone
decided to use only h.ind-made
rugs? Who might be affected?
Explain.

Have students discuss this ques-
tion': How important is artifi-
cial grass? Can you thineof
things more important?

IV

Have a small vroup point out the
layers of energy use in the flow
chart. For example, the pump'et
the oil well uses energy; and
when manufacturers made the pump, ''S)

they used energy. Have group vi'
find other examples and explain
them to their classmates. .

Have a small group use the three
titles: Place,,Product, Trans-:
portation and find out about
locally manufactured products.
Make'a report. .

Have siudents think of'the ways
artificial turf can be campared
to the energy that is needed to
maintain natural turf, Make a
ieport.

30 g- .
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-c
-Several students may enjoy look-
'Ing for an advertisement that
.stresses using energy for a better
America. Suggest that they think
about the meaning of "better".
Put these ideas on paper.,

,14
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MAKING A r,OW CHART

-Unit 2
Lesson 3

Overview This lesaon encourages the students to apply the knowl-edge acquired from the previous lesson and again dealswith a flow chartr They make a flow chart ,to.show howfood gets to the table from the farm, and point outthe places where energy is used in the food network.
Objectives Students should be able to:

1. Explain through the use of a flow chart the
elements of the food production network.

2. Describe how ehergy is used at each step in
the network.

3. Identify the ways humans depend on and are
involved wfth the farm-to-table network.

Materials Student Activity Misters 14, 15

Time
Allotment One class period.

Activity Procedure

ACTIVITY MASTER 14 .

1111111.11111111111.111dlassifying Duplicate scrambled pictures of
*Np the food chain steps. Cut out

enough pictures to give each
student a set of the four.steps
and the forms of transportation.

Putting It Together

S.

Have students cut them out,
unscramble them, and.paste them
in the correct order on ahother
piece of paper. They can draw
in the roads for the cars and,
trucks and paste'the-cars and
trucks in the proper road and
irack. Next, circle the pieces
where energy is used. Then have
them write a story about their

. favorite food and explain the
relationship between the food in
the kitchen at home and the,food

35 35,
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-Looking at Percentages
I

Classifying

36
4_

4

as it grew on the farm. In the-
story they should explain the
importance of transportation iind
having energy available .fo'r all
steps in the food network.

ACTIVITY MASTER 15

A quiCk way to show how much .energy
is used 1n-the various steps of
the food chain is to distribute)
the picture of the man eating the
hot dog. Point out that 'the portions
of the hot'dog are not evenly
divided. Some parts of the food
network have higher energy require-
ments than other parts. Explain
that the lengths taken by each
"bite" correjpond to the percent-
ages ofengy used in the pro-
duction and consumption of food--
in this case, a hot dog and bun.

If you prefer to ada more student
activity to the exercise, you
might want to ask the following:
1. Can you rank order all the

energy users in the food
network, from the largest
energy .user to the smallest?
(Food processipg, Prepa
Growing grain 1.1c1 rais

Marketing; Transportat
2. Make a circle graph s

these same percentage
, a title on the graph.

Advanced Learners

Ask these students to identify
and list the ways energy is used
in the flow chart. They'viill
probably identify these:,

ation,
ng beef;
on.)
wing

Put

FOod Production. Farm machinery,
construction of farm buildings,
heating hnd lighting these,Testi-,
cidpt and herbicides. (They may
not know, however, that energy is
involved in the production of s_

pesticides and herbicides. These
subjects make good topica for
special repprts.)

'36
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iield'Trips

-

Food Processing. Machinery and
equipment In variow; food indus-
tries; manufacturing and,baking,
canning, freezing; heating and
lighting buildings.

Marketing and Distribution. Ware-
house-heating, lighting, and
storing. refrigerating in stOres, 1

4 and warehouses; automatic veriding
machines, etc.

Food Preparation. Kitchen cook-
ring refrigerating, and freezing;
rUnning small appliances. Com-
mercial kitchens: cooking, bak-,
ing freezing equipment; restau
,rant construCtion, etc.

Transporta.tion.- Trucks, cars,
railroads, boats, ships, air7
planes.

Optional Activities

1. Take,a field trip to a local'
food Processing plant. Plan
to intervieW the production
manager and ask about the
places where energy is used.

2. Visit: a fast-food restaurant.
Investigate the 'energy used
in transporting Xood- supplies.'
Ask studentS to write a
report comparing.food prepa-
ration 50 years ago with
preparing it in a fast-;food
place.

3 7-
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Overview

Objectives

Materials

Time
, Allotment

. ActiVity

Comparing

*

DIRECT AND INDiRECT ENERGY USES

Unit 2
Lesson .4

VW.

This lesson gives students-some idea of'the distinc-tion betWeen direct and indirect (hidden). energy use.It also brings together _some of the ideas previously
presented and asks students to compare these energy
uses.

StUdents should be able to:
1. Read ancl compare energy percentages on a

-.bar graph.
2. Describe specific uses of energy and deter-

mine which are direct uies and which are
indireat.

1
tr

Student Activity Master 16

One class period.

Procedure

ACTIVITY MASTER 16

Ask students to point out the
way energy is-being used in
different places in the picture
of a car. These places have
been,listed on the graph:

They may want to discuss the
differences between direct uses
and indirect uses of energy
shown in the drawing.

Ask students to read the bar
graph and answer the questions.

Answers to .Olvektions fox Activity:
Master 16

1. Pumping in the gas.
2. Indirect uses of energy are:

materials "to make car7 ai
the assembly plant; producing
fuel at the well; repair and
maintaining the car; highway
construction.



40

Classifying and Comparing
Energy Use

;'`.

3. 31%.
4. It takes more energy to rub

the car.

If you prefer to add more student
activity, xou might want to do
the-following, in-a kind of game:

Ask: I know a category where.
energy is used to straighten
a bent fender. What is it?
(Repair. and Maintenance.)

I know a category_ where
energy is used to,make the
plastic for the steering

What is ft?
(Materials4

I'know a category which is

more than twice the sum of
all the others: Which is

-ft? (Fuel.)

Ask studenti to think of other
questions to add to the game.

1

4
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Overview

Objectives

c

Materials

Time
Allotment

Unit 3
Lesson 1

THE ENERGY PUZZLE

The goal of this lesson is to provide students some
informatiop about the elements of energy production
and cOnsumption in the United States. Thii lesson

, informs students of the place of imported oil in the
e'eonomy and leads them into activities that

stimulate problem-solving. The impact of fuel short-
age on the way people live is eXplored..

Activity

Students should be able to:
1. Demonstrate that U.S. oil production does

not match U.S. consumption.
2. Explain how imported oil must be'used to

meet the needs of U.S. consumption.

Puzzle pieces on oil consumption and production1 to
be cut out of Activity Masters 17, 18, 19

Ofie class period.

Experimenting'and
Hypothesizing

a

_

Procedure

ACTiVITY MASTER'17

Ask students iocut out ihe
puzzle pieces and fit them to-
gether. (If yoU prefer to add.
more challenge; duplicate enough
pieces of the puzzle ahead of
.,time and cut them out.for the
studente.) The puzzle consists
of two circles--one showing U.S.
Energy Consumption; the othev,
U.S. Energy Production.,

Energy'CUNtumption Circle,

(All pieces f# together and
make a complete cirale.) ,

-Energy Production Circle:

(The pieces for,thit cirCle
epresent only the U.S. oil,pro-

d tion, and the NU circle will
become complete only if something

4 0 _441



COmputiag. AmoUn' ts

Inferring

Problem solving

A

(

4.

is itddetr: What is it? , The .'
segmspt representing imported

roil.) At this point, give each
student the missing piece of,the
puzzle. Tell students that most
of .the imported fuel is oil, but
some is naturirgas.

1.

Note: -The master copy shows
several pieces. This is
intended to-reduce the number of
sheets of paper you might have
to duplicate to have enough
"missing piecellfor the entire
dlass.

,

Ask-students t6,sdd up 'the "per-

centageenumbers on both circles.
Make two separate columns off
numbers. Which circA.e has
enough numbers to total 100%?
What percentage ig,still needed
to. make the othe-circle total
100%?

What percentage of oil Consump-
tion is imported? (Since oil
consumption was 47% of the total,
and imported oil 23% of the total,
,the United States imports 49%'of
its oil. (23 4 47 = 46%.)"

In order to keinforce the,,idea
'that the United StateS is using
more-energyfrom--fossil2fusla.n-
mostly oilthan' we are-produc-.
ing, you may want to create some
choice-making situations:

You have-a ge garden. You
, want 0 liv on fhe food you
produce.- Wh t.things would you
have to, thitil about in order to
survive for year? (How much.
can I.grow?1 Will I have to eat
only certain foods? 0What if I
get sick.and can't work in the
garden?' What if bad weather
ruins some of the czops? .Will
have,to use some of the money

I saved, but didn't want to
Spend Ititt yet? And-so on.)
Let stUdentd,think of-ai many
possibilities as they can.



Ask: If there is a bi§ demand
for food because most gardeners
did not grow enough, what, do you
think, will happen to the price
of food?

Try this situation-on your
stddents: Suppose you were on
a camping trip with friends and
everybody darried along his/her
owri foOds. If you, ate all yOur
food several days before the end
of the campinTtrip, what could .

yoU do? (you could get food from
the others, but they might charge
you more for it, or trade,their
camp duties for it, like making
you do their-clean-up chores.
Eat wild plants? Catch and cook
a rabbit, What else?) .

Interviewing

4.

Compare these stories with the
message of the circles on the
rates of U.S. production arid con-
sumption of oil.° Ask: Do we
'produce enough oil of our own?
Since oil is a basic fuel found
in nature, what might happen if
.everyone wants it, and the supply
cs limited? Can you think of-
dome ways to make the supply last
longer? (Conservation measures,
look.for more oil in other places;
,use alternative tuels.)

Remind students to keep their
energy puzzle pieces ih a safp
place. They will use,them again
in Lesson 1, Unit 4.

Optional Activities

1. bnlist the assistance of
parents to help students'find
out about the 011 embargo of
1971. Report dn the concerns
and-inconveniences of that
winter. Deal with quesiions
as:

How -were people-asksd- to
conserve?

Why was the.simied limit
changed on the nation's
highwayi?

43.
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Map Study

a

44

What were the lines like
at the gas stations? ,

What was the reason for
the embargo?*

2. Aik students-to use a world
map and find the places where
our oil imports come from.

North America---Canada*
Mexic5t, -

30Sou0h Am ica---Venezuala*,
Ecuador

*tTrinidad
Bolivia

Africa Algeria*
Egypt
Libya
Nigeria*
Angola
'Tunisia
Zaire
Oabon

Middle East---,,Abu Dhabi
Iran
Kuwait -

Saudi Arabia*
Qatar
Oman

* Major quppliers

3
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Teacher Use

U.S.'ENERGY CONSUMPTION bY SOURCE

A
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Teacher Use

U.S. ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY KIND
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verview

Objectives

Materials

Time
Allotment

.4

Unit 3
Lesson 2

END USES OF ENERGY

This lesson informs students of the relative sizesof theiend uses of energy. The largest users are .

identified as the ones upon which conservation
Measuritts would have the greateit impact. One large
energy, user is transportation. Game-like elements
provide'data for students as they ma4e simplifieddecisions about conserving energy inftransportatron.

Studehts should be able to:
Identify some 6f the end uses of energy.

2. Explain some of the ways energy can be con-
/ served in transportation.

1. Estimate energy savings in a simulation.
-Student Activity Masters-20, 21

One class period,

Activity

Energy End Mse----1975

Sector Percent

Transportation 26.2

Space heating/cooling 20.9

Ihdustrial Heat 26.4

Powered Machinery 8.2

Chemicals 5.1

Water Heating 3.8

'Lighting
. \t.

kefrigeration

.Cboking"

Otfier

v.

2e6

1.1

3.3

100.0

.

Procedure

The chart at left serves as the
information source for students
as they work out their activity
sheets.

If the chart-is written on the
chaikboard, it might be helpful
to let it remain on the board for
the next day's jessOn.

Allow sufficient time for the ,

students to look closely it the
data on the chart. Then ask the
questions that follow:

1. In what categories is the
most energy used? (Industrial
heat- and transportation.)

2. GVe a specific e ample for
each category hea ing. 4 (hns
were may vary.)

3. Which categories efer to- the'
uses of energy irj1 the home?
(Water heating, efrigeration,
Cooking, Lightingu Space Heat-

49
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ing/cooling.)
4. Which home energy usercis

the largest? (Space heating/
cooling.)

5. Think of a Week's time. In
a week, from which two cate-
gories do you use a lot of
energy? (Probably heating
and transportation.)

,ACTIVITY MASTER 2

This activity requires the use of
the Map of the Great Lakes region
and ACTIVITY MASTER, 20. The
students are assigned the -task of
getting to the Silverdome from a
certain city and computing the
number of energy units it will
take to get there by? whatever
travel mode they have chosen.

Begin the activity by assigning
each student to one of the six
cities below. Assign some students
to Pontiac itself, at two differ-
ent distances away from the
stadium.

Detroit
Grand Rapids
Lansing
Toledo .

Columbus
Cleveland
Pontiac (5 miles from stadium)
Pontiac (10 miles away)

Note: A-Teacher Fact'Sheet has
been included. ,The fact sheet
illustrates the energy units uied
in each method of'transportation.
See page 52. # .

Distriblite copies of the map and
Student Activity Master. Then
ask students to complete the
question sheets.

77

Conclude the activity by asking
students to report on the method
they ysed to get,to the sta4iUm
on a set niimber of energy units.
Did they find other ways to travel?

v .

5

,*

(
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Discussion Points

You may wish to bring 'out the
following elements regarding
transportation and energy con-
servation:

1. Car efficiency (miles per
gallon).

2. Location (distance from the
stadium).

3. Use of'mass transit.

How would traveling by bus or
train all the time affect your
life? How might it conserve
energy?

Optional Activities

Play the game again. This time
assign each student a different
city. Repeat the procedure for
figuring the energy units.

Havers small group investigate
the"public transportation facili-
ties in their city. Make a re-
port on how often the subway
(or bus or train system) is used,
and by how'many people.

^
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Transportation to the Stadium

Teacher Fact*Sheet

Tabulated below are the energy units tsed by each method of transportation in travelingfrom each city to the Silverdome.

City4

leiontiac

Pontiac

Det-roit

Lansing

Toledo

Grand-ikapTds

Cl veland

."ColuMbus.

Transportation Information Per Person Per Mile

Auto with one person = 20 energy units
Auto with-two people. = 1, energy units
Auto with five peopld = 4 energy units
Bus with 44 people '1 energy unit

gnergy dnits Carpooling-Energy Units
To Silverdome 1 Person Auto 5 Person AUto Bus

6

5 100 , 20 5

10 200 40 10

30 600 120 30

64 1280 1
, 256 64

91 1820
1

364 91

135 2700 1

540 135L
,.197 3940 788 197

232 4 4640 928 232,

Cut-off lind for a max of 70b, units

.

. Lt:M.,; AZR.V.A.
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Overview

Objectives

Materials

Unit 3
Lesson 3

A WEEKLY ENERGY BUDGET

,In this lesson, students will become more aware of
conservation measures that can be taken in the home.They will be exposed to the many different choices
people have to make, some of which they may not have'
previously considered.

Students should bie able to:
1. Explain Now conservation

choices.
2. Explain the relationship

style apd growing energy

Student Activity Masters 21, 22

Time
Allotment °One class period.

ActivAy

s,:t

of energy involves

between modern life-
demand.

Procedure

Begin with a review of yesterday's
lesson of the basic end uses of
energy. Then explain the purpose
of a household budget. Tell the
class they are going to make a
weekly energy budget. They must
make some decisions regarding the
conservation of energy in order,
to live within their means, mean-

, ing in this budgetl'energy.units.

ACTIVITY MASTER 21 - 22

Distribute the FACT SHEET (No. 21)
and ACTIVITY MASTER 22. Allow
sufficient.time to go over the
instructions.

Tell the students that they must
decide where to conserve energy
in order to do all the activities k

for the week. (The numbers have \
been adjusted so that the only
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way a person can do all the activi
ties, both required and optional,
as wen as travel to wpfk and main-
tain A hame,\is to conserVe -30
units per week in the home.)

If he or she does'not conserve at
home, drives alone-rd work,,and 4
does,only the required activities,
he/she will use all of the 400
energy units allowed.

Special Noteeto the Teacher

The energy budget sets energy units
in approximate proportion to the
percentages shown on the end use
of energy chart used in theprevious
dal& lesson.- You may want,to look
baffat the chart.

Optional,Activities

1. You may wish to change the,
number of energy units.given
to the class. For example,
reducing 400 units to 300.
This'xeductiOn makes the short-
age more intensef.if leas
realistic.

Challenge students to think
of ways to conserve energy,
such as bicycling to work or
combining various activities.
Have students be specific in
mentioning which activitiets
could be combined or in sug-
gesting alternative methods
of transportation.

3. Discuss the relitionship of
conservation and changes in
lifestyle. Ask: Does taking
part in fewer,activities
change your life? Explain.

53
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Unit 4
Lesson 1

A NEW WORLD OF ENERGY: SOLAR ENERGY

overview, In this lesson., students will learnabout usingthe.sun's energy, the first of three.alternatiVe sourcesof energy examined in this unit. Previous lessons'have shown, that much of the energy used in a home(and in the stadium, for that matter) goes for heat-ing and cooling devices.- It takes energy to heatand cool your home, heat water, dry clothes, andcook food. If energy from.the sun could do some ofthis heating, kt wOuld heA to make our remaining
reserves of coal, oil, and hatural gas last longet.

Okjectives° StUdents should be able to:
1. Explain the advantages and disadvantages of

using solar,eneigy for space heating and,
cooling.

2. Describe solar energy in relation to the4 needs of society, now and in the futdre.

Materials Duplicated class set of thè Fadt gheet No. 23 onSolar Energy, Activity Master /4.

Time ,

11" Allotment One class perioa.

Activity

HypOtheglizing

rinding_Stacts- to -Support
'S 'a Generalization

Procedure

Re. introduce the oil production
pu zle pieces fKom Unit III, and
e lbre with stUdents the basic
experience of fuel shortages.,

.

Emphasize theae shortages by
having students take away three
pieces.of the puzile--theim-
ports section,:gas, and oil.
These represent the fossil fuels
in most limited supply. Ask: Why)
can we let the piece fox coai

, stay in?

Ellftistribute the FACT SHEr (No. 23)
-egplaining the collecti n of the
sun's energy. Have students
read *rich fact on the sheet and
decide under which' heading on

A
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the ACTIVITY MASTER they will
place the, fact eiummitrized in
a word or phrase.)

ACTIVITY MASTER 24

Have students draw lines
from the source,of energy
to the place where it is
processed.

4

2. Then draw a line from the
processing place to sodiety's
energy needs.

3. Wtite words or brief-state-
ment under the headings:
Advantages; Problems.

Note: You bay want to give ,

'students a working definition,
of the words advantage and
problem or disadvantage.

Encourage the students to list
some facts under each heading.

Pact statements for Connecting
procesit to source and needs:

Solar collectors can
space cooling.

The source of solar
is the sun.

Solar collectors
hot water.

Homes and offices
hekted with solar

provide

energy

can provide

can be
collectors.

.

Fact statements showing advant-
ages and disadvantages ofscapr
energy.

The'sut"s energy is free.

It is expensive to'siore solar
energy for_use when the sun id
not shining,

55
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t Solar heating systems require
, more expensive equipment than,

present heating and cooling
systems.

We khow how to,harness
energy now.

Optional Activities

Reporting 1

Comparing

Th

Ask students to do some
research of the kinds of
alternative energy sour:hi--
particularly solar collect7
tion--in their town. List ,
the advantages and disadvant-
ages of the devices.

2. Ask students to read articies
on solar energy in the library.
Report how solar energy canfip

be used to save energy. Discuss
and compare these readings.

3 To compare scarcity .to a
familiar subject: 'ask
students to-list alternatives
(vocabulary word) to writing
paper that is in limited supply
for the rest of the year.
What could be used? (Students
might.mention using parts of
unused, paper, the beta side .

of.tablet paper, old pieces
of construction paper, stall,
reusable slates, etc.)

or more eta 1 s on a ernat ve
energy sources consult the Fact
Sheets published by the National

. Science Teachers Association.
Copies of the Wt. Sheets may'be
obtained from Departmegt of Energy,
Technical Information Center,
P.O. Box 62, Oak Ridge, Tenn.
37830.
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Overview

Objectives

Materials

Time
Allotment

Activity

Classifying

Unit 4
Lesson 2s'

NEW USE FOR COAL: MAKING GA§ FROM IT

In this lesson, students consider the possibility ofproducing gas from coal and the uses of this gas,The activity informs the student-in much the sameway as the previous lesson--ract-Sheet statements, .and making a diagram connecting source to processin4
plant to the uses by people.

Students shou1d.be able to:
1. Identify coal gasification as an alternative

useful future fuel.
2. Compare the advantages and disadvantages 'of

using gas made from coal.

Fact Sheet on Coal Gasification, No, 25
Activity Master 26

One class period.

h

1

Procedure

2

This lesson mOveS in much the
same-way as the previous lesson.
Students separate fact statements
into two categoriep: 1. those
statements that show advantages
or disadvantages; and 2. those
that will Reed to be illustrated
by drawing/lines on the ACTIVITY
-MASTER. These lines connect
'source to process to needs of
people.

Distribute the Worksheet and
ACTIVITY MASTER. Instruct stu- ,

dents tp read the fact ptatements .

caref jy. Then classify them
as be Ore into the two categories.
Conclude.by drawing appropriate
connecting lines on the ACTIVITY
MASTER.
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Fact statements for connecting
process to source and,needs: .

Co 1 is the source of. qnergy'.
for the process.

The gas from the process can
be a source of chemicals for
industry.

The gas from the process can
be used to generate electri-
city for lighting, lipt water
and machinery.

1, The gas can be used t 'Sower
automobiles and train .

z

e

\N

Gas from this process can be
'used for process heat and
space heating and cobling.

Fact statements- showing advant-.
ages and disadvantages of coal
gasification:

We have the knowledge to do
it now.

The coal supply will run out
someday,

Coal mining causes environ-
mental damage.

Processing coal thiA way
can reduce air pollution.

Gas produced this way is
more expensive thari atur
gas.

The supply of coal is large
compared to oil,and natural-
gas. .

e

J
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Unit 4
Lesson 3

ENERGY FROM FUSING THE ATOM

Overview In thii.lesson, students.look at,the'developmenti and.promises of nuclear fusion, At the conclusion of
..this activity, they begin to compare the three energy ,alternatives for thefuture and make tentatiVe generali-,,zations regarding-our future energy needs..

... .
, Objective Students should'be able to identify nuclear fusion as %a possible, abundant source of energy.,

Matel:ial; Duplicated'class set of Nuclear Fusion Fact Sheet,No. 27
Activity Master 28 - 30

,*

.Time
Allotment One class,period.

Activity Procedure

Classifying

FACT.S,HEET, NO. 27
- ACT/VITY MASTER 28

a

Encourage stUdents to 4e the
FIACT SHEET on nuclear fusion'and
the ACTIVITY MASTER for this
lesson. Have students proceed
as in Lesson 1 and 2.

, Fact statements 'for connecting
prqcess to source and needs:

ectrical energy from"the
feactor can be used to power
industrial machinery and tO
provide process heat.

Electrical energyfrom the
reactor can'be used to power
electfic cars, buses and'
trains,.

I °

The'fusion reactOr uses a
nuclear fuel. (But not_ -

uranium.)

51
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Making-Generalizations

62

gi't

00.

Electrical enerly from the
reactor can be 'used for space
heating and cooling..

Electrical energy from the
reactor can be us6a for,
lighti g and hot water.

Fact stateñtènts showing advant-
-agep andAisadvantages of nuclear
fusion reactor:

These reactors will probably
not be avtilable for at
least 20 fears.

technofbgy will be-very
, expensive to.develop,

The fuel supply,is essentially
unlimited. t

Using this electrical energy
for cars will be Oiffioult
'because we do not have adequ-
ate storage batteries.

'

There are many 4technidal
problems to be solved beforw
we can build the keactor. 4

*e.

The fusion reactor has less
'troublesome (baa).'waste pro-
ducts than nuclear fission
reactora.

Concluding the lessons

Though studentd may Eot. be-Able
to understand all of the informa-
tion on the FACT SHEETS, they
should be aware that large
alternatfi.re ener§y sources.do
exist or are just cher the, hori-
zon and.that-the use of these
fuels may allow eiisting supplies
of traditional fuels to last ,

longer.
AIN

The fol,lowing guide criestidels.
for,a'wrap-up discuesdon should
be placed qp the clialkboard.-,
Discuss eacho

41i

1. Loo t our list
of e needs of people,.have
ve found an energy source
for aCh need? (Yes) 'Stu-

ers,give examples.



3.

2. Looking at thlidisadvantages
listed for each alternative
energk source--solar, coal
gasification, 'nuclear fusion--
were any disadvantages listed
more than once? (Expense, .

different technology, not
readily available.)

Which Alternatilie energy
isource do you think has the
best. advantage, -is the-most
attractive? Tell why. (Stu-
dent opinion.)

4: How 'do modern industrial
'jobs depend on energy? How
Will they.ih the future?
Explain.

5. How impoitant is energy in
* providing comfortable_living

for people? How important
is energy in leisure time
activities? Explain.

ACTIVITY MASTERS 29 and 30,

Problem Solving Introduce the problem-solving
activities in these-masters by
mentioning that these'activities
'ask students,to use what they
Alave already-learned in.the
packet. They sheuld brihg
together some ideas about energy
ahd the way people use it in
,making decisions;

Explain that.the decisions chosen
are theirs to make, but should
correspond to'ideas prevlously
presented in the packet.

t

tri
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11.

MU6CLE POWER MACHINE POWER

Here is a football player inside a domed stadium. Can you list
*lett actions he might take.that show muscle power? How can
energy-from coal, oil (gasoline, too), or natural gas, and

r electricity do the same things?

MUSCLE ENERGY

loVarli

1111"4",

1

MECHANICAL ENERGY

Motorirning

69



WHAT'S IT LIKE UNDER'A'DOME?

CAN YOU THINK

Write in

2. What'eue

'Wtite in

OF THE ANSWERS TO THESE?

the ways people get to the stadium

ls ereNused for transportation?
I.

the ways you think energy is used in the sta4um.

What fuels heatr light and cook food in the stadium? ,

id you think.of everything? Compare-your lists 'with a friend.

70
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Tell why the dim/led stadiummakes us
"WEATHER-FREE". Is the climate-ddntrolled
shopping center like the domed stadium?
Tell how these places depaael on energye

\-

5.
3

6(;
71



INFORMATION ABOUT STADIUMS
4

You can talk to people or write letters to
find out how stadiums use energy. Use these
questtons and make up others as'you'need them.

1. What is the nalme of the stadium?
_ a

2. Whzil are thg activities that go on in the stadium?

3. When is the stadium used? How often?

) When was the stadium built? Was it built for a special reason?
'Date: . Reason:

How does the stadium use energy? Check the oxes.

r---1 Lights Make water hot

Li Heating Cook food

Cooling ,People moving
their muscles

*Write in other ways the stadium uses energy.

What forms of energy does the stadium use? Check them.
A

Electricity

Natural Gas

Fuel Oil

Write in the wayi people get to the stadium.
. P

72
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ENERGY GOES TO THE STADIUM 4

I I I I II I I I I MI I I I I I I 1 I I I IN I I I MI MEMINNOMMIIIIIMINIII15

Eleatrkity:
Above ground
Wow ground

There are many ways to get energy into gle stadium. Unscramble
the words below, answering each guestionwith,the wordi.

EELIPP/N1

ESIWR
KRUM

ii

I'.

.

How does natural gas get to the stadium? .'

How does electricity get to the stadium?

What brings fuel oil to the .stadium?

Draw a syMbol for natural Issv something that stands kor

electricity; and iomething that represents fuel oil.

73



Ay
Can you find out what energy needs are

...

, required tor.A day at school? At home
.each day? For a night football game

.
, across town? 144.it.e what you find out

here.

l&nergy Needs fOr a
Day at School

Energy Needs for
Night Football Game
Across Town°

4.\

s

74

7

4
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7,

Decide Where the energy, routes are into the stadium. You may draW,symbols for energy forms and draw. the routes to the Energy Dome.

Use the space below to draw a map showing your neighborhood._ Usesymbols and route lines to show how energy gets to your neighborhood.

r

.0

71)
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COAL
MINE

ELEGTRIC
GENERATING
PLANT

NATURAL GAS PIPELINE

NATURAL
. GAS WEL

OIL
WELL

REFINERY

URANIUM
MINE.

What four basic

1:

2.

FUEL
PROCESSING
PLANT .>

.Ns

I MNIIIL

ENRICHMENT
PLANT

REACTOR
RODS

resources provide energy (to the stadium?

Which,resource has

4.

the fewest processing steps?

ELECTRIC
GENERATING
PLANT

Which two resources have to go through ancelectric generating plant?

1.

Where is oil processed? In the

2.
1

4 U.



CLIMATE AND ENERGY NEEDS

Can you list the domed stadiums? Which one would you see in`VVRecitieb?

Houston, Texas

Pontiac; Michigan

Seattle, Washington
9

New Orleans, Lotiisiana

Teams

Write in the nime of each home team for the stadiums. Which teamhas an et?ergy name?

Which stadiums have large energy resources around them?'

and

9 *-

I
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HOW DOES ENERGY SOLVE
THE WEATHER PROBLEM?

a

TWE''
(IV)

HOUSTON

NEW ORLEANS

*v

83.3

81.9

PON1'tAC 73.1

SEATTLE 54 5

1(1-(7

52.9

52.1

38.2

25.5

NEW ORLEANS .

HOUSTON

SEATTLE

-PONTIACI

4

1 0

4

FUEL SOURCES FOR DOMED STADIUMS

Ma)or
Major Source of
Acmtrce of4, fleating

City Electricity Fuel

Houston

Pontiac

Seattle

New Orleans

1:--What is the average daytime
temperature'in Seattle in July?

2. Which city probably has cold
apnuarys?

3. Whia two'cities tave similar
summeriTie temperatures?

Which stadium would probably
have the highest heating bill?

_Which stadiums would have high
air-conditioning bills?

Gas

Coal,

Uranium, Gas

Oil

Hydro, Gas

Coal

Gas Gas

Fuel,Oill

Can you list five different
sources that can be Wired to
Take electricity to keep us
warm--or cool?

.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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PLASTIC PRODUCTS
11

Can you findoall the products made from plastic? You can work with
a friend.. Make your lists on your own paper.

81.
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THE BEGINNINGS OF PLASTICS

Read here of how plastic products began in
the United.StAtes. Read about other plastic
products and write the history of one in
the space.

The First Plastic

In creating the first commercial
plastic in thesUnited States in 1868,

0, John Wesley Hyatt did so in response
to a competition sponsored by a manu-
facturer of bp.liard balls. Lt came
about when a klortage'developed,in
ivory from which billiard balls were
made. Hyatt, a determined full-time

1

printer and part-time inventor, devel4
aped Celluloid.

Celluloid, the first American k

plastic, was soon found to have many
uses. It was used as a replacementt
for hard rubber in lalse teeth. It
was tt,he material from which wipe-clean
collars, cuffs, and shirt fronts were
made, and it made the window curtains
on early automobiles. The first photo-
graphic film used by Eastman was msde
of celluloid in the 1880's to m e the

i
first movie film in 1882..

a

. /-
The Story of the Plastics In-
dustrx, by Don Misson.

7t3
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OIL
WELL

REFINERY

PTh
CRUDE

OIL

Arsi INpleeer
EiJERGy NerWORK

MANUFACTURING
ARTIFICIAL TURF

ARTIFICIAL TURF
DELIVERY

DOME

NYLON
PETROCHEMICAL

INDUSTRY

Pump

Process
Hest

ng/-Cooling

Fuel

tightang Space
Powered Process

HeatenciOnling
LightingMachinery Hest

77 Powered
Machinery

co How is artiificial turf made from oil? Write astory about it. Use your own, paper.

Fuel Powered
Machinery

ceSpa
Heating/Cooling

Lighting

Fuel
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Here is çhe food network.,

The pictUres are scrambled.
Cut them out and paste them

in.,the 'right order MI youi
oWn paper.

Then draw in roads and add the
cars; trains; and trucks to
your pictures

Use your pencil to cirdle the
places where energy is used.



ENERGY INGREDIENTS IN THE FOOD NETWORK
15.

Study the picture above. Explain in your own'worls what each of
the words mean.

Food Processing.

Marketing.

Preparation.

'
Growing and Raising.

Transportation.

414.0'

What part of the.food petwotk uses the most energy?
...a.i4j4.10111111444wwww4444.44

What part ranks 'as the second largest user?

Which uses the smallest amount of energy?,

45
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9% MATERIALS TO MAKE THE CAR

ASSEMBLY'

9% PRODUCTION OF FUEL

6% REPAIR & MAINTENANCE

HiGHWAY CONSTRUCTION
;t

4
4

-

S.

69% WEL

t

, L. . Write in one place where energy is
.being used directly. -t

4 -

.

2. Write in the ways energy is belling
, used indirddtly..

, it,r
:, .

3. Add 4 tiie percentages of ,indirect
energy uSes. What is the total?,

93
,

(4. Compate'dirSct and indirec uses.
. Which uses more energy!--running

t

the car or-making the car?
,

.:.
..

,

... :

4,

S.

z

at
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PRODUCTION CIRCLE - 1976
18

s.

A Of

Lf*
90
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OUR ENERGY PUZZLE

7

After you have put the two puzzles together, answer these:

1. Write in'the numbers
ful. Do not mix the
the,numberi. If the

, much is missing.

Cosumption

'Total

on the pieces for each circle. (Be care-
pieces from one circle to another.) Add
numbers do not total 100%, find out how

2.' Each circle should have the

U.S. Production

Total

19-

same amount of each 'fuel:. What is

missing?

3 Write in the place wheke you think the missing fuel COMB from.

4. Write in your own wor e mean ng of *import".

5. List five ways Americans uie.oil.

,

6.. Think f a way tplconserve oil. Write your idei in the space

*
'sbelo

4

41.

-7°11

4

Notel:Kgp youp puzzlelpieceso"
Ydil will ;teed ihem
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To complete this activity-you need:

1. The Map of the Pontiac region:

2. The travel informatiOn given below.

Travel Information

Auto---One Person

Auto---Two People

Auto---Five People

Bus----44 People

Your city is

It is

You have 700

Fill iii the blanks.

Per Person Per Mile

20 energy units

10 energy units

4 ehergy units

1 energy unit

miles

wor.

(ask your teacher).'

from Ponti (map).

units to use for transp4rtatiop

Your assignment is to get to the stadium,

Answer These:

1. How many units does' it t'ake to

to get to the'stadium.

go by yourself in a car?

(Miles to, travel multiplied by the correct number

units per mile given abbve.)

Do you have that many?

of energy

r

3. How 'many-units do you use if you ehare a car with a friend?

friend use?

' How many untts do both you and your

TIV

4: .How many do.ryou use if you takd four fFiends?

5. Ho any units do you use if you.take thd:bu?.

6.
-

,

Ho41 should yoq travel'to the E(tadium to savé ,the most energy

c units?

a
.
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7. -How many different ways-can. you travel to the stadium without
going over your 700 limit?

8. Could you go to the stadium more than once?
,

9. If you take four friends how ,many energy units do you save

compared to going by yourself?

10. Can you think of other ways to go to the stadium?

11. Why might you prefer to drive your own car?

12. Why might taking'a bus be a good idea?

'Pk
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r. e '
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DISTANCES FROM MAJOR
CITIES TO

PONTIAC SILVERDOME

MONTREAL

-.CANADA
615 Mi.

TORONTO /
255 rtii.

GRANO.
RAPIDS
135 Mi. . FLINTe, LANSING

64 mi
P°

DETROI0 ML

ANN ARBOR

PENNSYLVANIA

9 4: .

LOULWILLE

-

6 11,

'J
4 t

?ON tT:

4 -AO ,419

1 Zlita

397 Mi.

. s;t2

4,

:r

. ,

.36'14
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e,
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ENERGY BUDGET FACT SHEET

You have 400 energy units for all your activities this
Usind these units, you must (1) maintain your home, (2
to and from work and (3) provide tranvortation energyyour othgx activities.

Energy Units

1. If
70
If

you cook and
F, yourshome
you set your

keat
flot Water
Lights
Refrigerator
Cooking

20
4

2

2

2

Total 30

21,

week.
) travel
for all

bathe regularly and set your thermostat at
requires 30 energy units per day as shown.
thermpstat-at 65 F, you require only 25.

2. 'You have three chofces for traveling to work
week:

Drive by Yourself
Car Pool
Bus (with 15 min. walk)
Bike

5 days per

30 unj.ts per day
10 unkti per day
7 units per day_

. 0

0

3 It is necessary for you to gd to the doctor, the
store, a scout/leaders' meeting and the-hardware
Each trip requires 10 units.

DOctor- lt) units
, Grocery lp units

Scout Leaders' Meeting 10 units
Hardware Store 10 units

4. Other activities you might like to do this week
below with their required energy units.

Activity

Dinner at Restaurant
'Visit Friend
Soccer Practice
Movie
Shopping Center
-Game at Stadium

(alio On television)

.
.

'11 °

-
-

;nergoy Units

<1i
30
10
80 ,

grocery
.store. -

are

sr, .oo'
. A' .
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MY'ENERGY BUDGET
22z

S rl DAY ril rl DAY TUESDAY WEDI1 DAY THURSDAY FR I DAY SATUR DAY

1 3 4 5 6
Home Home Home Home Home Home

Activ- Job Job Job , Job -Job. 1

ities , Activ- Activ- Activ- Activ- Activ-
ities ities ities ities ities

Daily Daily Daily Daily Daily Daily Daily
Total Total Total Total Total Total Total

Home

Activ-
ities

Using the fact sheet, make your eneigy budget for one week.
First, determine the energy units needed for your home.'
Then choose the'way you travel to work, etrid find the week's total.
Choose the optional activities you want to do.
Add all the numbers.
If your total is leis than 400, yqu can add activities

and turn up thiaermostat. If your total is more
than 400, you must adjust your energy.budget..

f ,

List five ways you have tried to save energy.

some of these to the class.

Conservation

Extra Activities

cw(),
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A SOLAR COLLECTOR CATCHES THE SUM 14'

23

Read each fact statement below.

Decide if the statement shows how solar energy is collected andused by people. If so, draw lines on the ACTIVITY MASTER frOm
the sun to the collector to the needs of people.

Some -setatements are saying,something about the advantages ofusing solar,energy, or about disadvantages using solar energy.These statements should be written In the proper limes of .t.he'ACTIVITY MASTER. -

FACTS

Solar collectors can be used for cooling homes.

The dun's energy is free.

We know how to use solar energy now.

Solar collectors can be used to make water hot.
i

. The source of sOiar energy is the sun.

,.It .is expensive to storq Solar energy and use it
later when the sunjwnrokshining. s

Solar heating tys ems re iore expensive than ,

Jordinary furnAces ancLa r cOndition s.

Solar collectors can be used for hea 4 homes and.4m offices.,

A,

rn northern cities in the United Stptesf.solar collectors
may not,be able_ to*provide all the energy needed for-
space.heating.

4,

4

.*

,

5"
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SOLAR ENERGY

24

ON.

Advaniages:

, Needs of People

sat* Cou5croR

Disadvantages:

Space heat
Space cooling.
Lights
Make water hot

AutoMobile
Bus
Train

,

o-

Machinery -4
Process heat
Chemical materials
Space heat
Space cooling

, Lights

Draw a line from the jun to the collector-'.
to the need the sup satisfies.:

Go back and look hgain_at the FACT SHEET
about SOlar7Collectora. Then fiqd a4statement
that phowb how the sun's ehergy Is collected
and used' for some purpose:by people. Drat,/ a

line to show.this flaw: lben find'Another fact
statement and draw.another line,. And so on.

Compare your picture with a classmigtte's. -

%



MAICIFIG,, GAS OUT OF COAL,

Read eachdfact statement below.
S.

. ,

Decide if the statement shows how methane is made from coal and. used by people. If so( draW lines pn the'AMIVITY MASTER fromthe coal car to the coal gasification plant to'the needs of people..

25

41.

4 \Some statemehts are Saying somethAng about the advantages of Usinggas from coal, or about ditadvantages of using:gas from coal.These statements shopld be-written in the proper lines of the' 1ACTIVITY MASTER. ,

v '.

-,- FACi'S.
.

, .../

,.
,

, .
. We have the knowledge to make gat from coal 4101W.

et

Coal is,the source of energy.
',

The coil supply will run out someday.

Co&l mining causes damage tb the

The gos from the ptocess can be
.for industry.

environment.

a source of chemicals
$7.

Processing coal by_gasifica,tion cin reduce-dfr
pollutiont ,

y

Gas from coal cgn be used to generatelelectricity.
0

Gas from coal is'mote eXpensive,than natural gas. ,

Gas from.coal .can Mike cars and trains run.

. The,supply of coal is llarge, compared.to oil and natural4as.
. 1

, ,
. . Coal gas can be used for.process heat arid 'space heating, and cooling.

/
.

,

se

101,
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0
COAL GASIFICATIO

,Future Sdurce

I

Advantages:

cpAL GA5IncAriat1 flAoT

Disadvantages:

,

Needs of People

26

Space heat
Space cooling
Lights
Make water hot

C

Automobile
Bus
Train

Machinery
Process heAt
Chemicar mqterials-
Space,heat br
Space cooling
Lights

Drew a line from the coal car to the coal
gasificatiori.plant to the need of-thepeople.

Go back and look again-at the FACT SHEET
aboUt coal gasification.. Then find a state-.
smwrit that shows how the gas is made from coal
and used for some pUrpOse by people. Draw a

.line to.show this flow..-Then find another
fact statement and:drawAanoth4r line. And so on.

:4
Compare your picture with a classmate's.

r



TUSING THE ATOM

27

Read each fact statement below.

Decide if the statement shows how a nuclear fusion reactor makes
electricity to be used by people.. It so, draw lines on the ACTIVITYMASTER from the future source to the-atomic power,plant to thetnetsof people.

Some sthtem9nts are saying something about the advantages ajaddisadvanta es of nuclear energy. These statements shoula bewritten in e proper 1ines ofi the ACTIVITY MASTER.

Nuciear Fusi

Ele
DOW

FACTS

trical energy from the fusion reactor may be used to
r industrial machinery, and to provide pcogess heat.

The e reactors will probably not be availa142e for atlea t 20 years.

This technology will be very expensive to develop.

The uel supply is essentially unOmited.

Elect ical energy from the reactor can be used to power
elect ic cars and trains.

The f sion reactor uses a nudlear fuel. (But not
uranium.)

Electrical energy from the reactor can be used for
space heating and cooling.

Using this electrical energy for cars will be.difficultbecause we Ao not have adequate storage bateries.

Thpre are many technical problems to be solved before
we can build the reactor.

Electrical energy from the reactor canAbe used foi
lighting.

41.

The fusion reactor has less troublesome (bad) waste
. products than our present nuclbar fission'readtors.

103
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'ENERGY FROM FUSING THE ATOM

28

Future Source,

A0/41C RVOMRANT
Advantages:

Needs of People

.,-

Space heat
Space cooling. Automobile
LighEs Blis

Make water hot Train .

Machinery.
Proceils heat
Chemical materials
Space heat
Space cooling
Lights

Draw a line from the future source to the
Disadvantages: atomic power plant'to the need of the people.

Go back and look again at the.FACT SHEET .

about nuclehr fusion reactor. Then find.a
statement that shows.how the reactor is used
Tor some mirpose by people. 6raw a line to
show this. flow. Allen find another fact
statement and draw another line. And so on.

I

Compare your picture nith a clasState's.
,



SOLVING A 'PROBLEM

)f,

-Study the pi4cture on this page. Notice that the roof of,the Silverdome is like a big balloon: Thetemperature inside must be kept,between.65-75°. It must be raised to 85° if there is snow on the,roof. Snow is heavy and must be melted quickly.

Suppose that some.people want to keep the heat off in theStadium because the energy costs toomuch. Others want to build a concrete dote, which is yery expensive to bui10, but the heat 4an
'be completely turned off. Write-a letter'ito the mayor explaining what you want done with thestadium. Tell why it is important to other$ as well as to you.#

Ui
1
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FUTURE USES FOR NEW FUELS: YOU DECIDE

30

Some people have said thaenuclear energye solar energy, or coal gasifi-
cation will someday take pver for oil and natural gas. Do you think
these new energy sources should be used to heat places like stadiums?
Are other places more important? Tell what you think these new
energies ihould do.

411,

106
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